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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing can be classified as a new 
paradigm for the dynamic provisioning of 
computing services supported by state-of-the-art 
data centers that usually employ Virtual Machine 
(VM) technologies for consolidation and 
environment isolation purposes [1]. 

Cloud computing model has immense potential 
as it offers significant cost savings and demonstrates 
high potential for the improvement of energy 
efficiency under dynamic workload scenarios. 

Nowadays, high performance has been the sole 
concern in data center deployments, and this demand 
has been fulfilled without paying much attention to 
energy consumption.  

However, an average datacenter consumes as 
much energy as 25,000 households.  

As energy costs are increasing while availability 
dwindles, there is need to shift the focus from 
optimizing data center resource management for pure 
performance to optimizing them for energy efficiency, 
while maintaining high service level performance. 

Lowering the energy usage of data centers is a 
challenging and complex issue because computing 
applications and data are growing so quickly that 
increasingly larger servers and disks are needed to 
process them fast enough within the required time 
period.  

Green Cloud computing is envisioned to achieve 
not only the efficient processing and utilization of a 
computing infrastructure, but also to minimize 
energy consumption [2].  

This is essential for ensuring that the future 
growth of Cloud computing is sustainable. 

Otherwise, Cloud computing with increasingly 
pervasive frontend client devices interacting with 
back-end data centers will cause an enormous 
escalation of the energy usage.  

To address this problem and drive Green Cloud 
computing, data center resources need to be 
managed in an energy-efficient manner. 

2. The analysis of researches  

One of the first works, in which power management 
has been applied at the data center level, has been 
done by E. Pinheiro R. Bianchini, E.V. Carera,  
T. Heath [7].  

In this work the authors have proposed a 
technique for minimization of power consumption in 
a heterogeneous cluster of computing nodes serving 
multiple web-applications. 

The main technique applied to minimize power 
consumption is concentrating the workload to the 
minimum of physical nodes and switching idle 
nodes off.  

J.S. Chase, D.C. Anderson, P.N. Thakar, A.M. 
Vahdat, R.P. Doyle [3] have considered the problem 
of energy-efficient management of homogeneous 
resources in Internet hosting centers.  

The main challenge is to determine the resource 
demand of each application at its current request 
load level and to allocate resources in the most 
efficient way. 

A. Verma, P. Ahuja, A. Neogi [10] have 
formulated the problem of power-aware dynamic 
placement of applications in virtualized 
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heterogeneous systems as continuous optimization: 
at each time frame the placement of VMs is 
optimized to minimize power consumption and 
maximize performance. 

In contrast to the discussed studies, we propose 
efficient heuristics for dynamic adaption of VM 
allocation at run-time according to the current 
utilization of resources applying live migration, 
switching idle nodes to the sleep mode, and thus 
minimizing energy consumption.  

The proposed approach can effectively handle 
strict SLAs, heterogeneous infrastructure and 
heterogeneous VMs. 

The algorithms do not depend on a particular 
type of workload and do not require any knowledge 
about applications running in VMs. Recently, a 
number of research works have been done on the 
thermal efficient resource management in data 
centers [8]. 

The studies have shown that the software-driven 
thermal management and temperature-aware 
workload placement bring additional energy savings. 

However, the problem of thermal management in 
the context of virtualized data centers has not 
beeninvestigated.

3. Green Cloud architecture 

Clouds aim to drive the design of the next generation 
data centers by architecting them as networks of 
virtual services (hardware, database, user-interface, 
application logic) so that users can access and 
deploy applications from anywhere in the world on 
demand at competitive costs depending on their QoS 
requirements [6].  

The high-level system architecture  
Figure shows the high-level architecture for 

supporting energy-efficient service allocation in a 
Green Cloud computing infrastructure.  

 
The high-level system architecture 

There are basically four main entities involved: 
1. Consumers/Brokers: Cloud consumers or their 

brokers submit service requests from anywhere in 
the world to the Cloud. It is important to notice that 
there can be a difference between Cloud consumers 
and users of deployed services. 

2.Green Service Allocator: Acts as the interface 
between the Cloud infrastructure and consumers. 

3. VMs: Multiple VMs can be dynamically 
started and stopped on a single physical machine 
according to incoming requests, hence providing the 
flexibility of configuring various partitions of 
resources on the same physical machine to different 
requirements of service requests.  

By dynamically migrating VMs across physical 
machines, workloads can be consolidated and 
unused resources can be switched to a low-power 
mode, turned off or configured to operate at low-
performance levels (e.g. using DVFS) in order to 
save energy. 

4. Physical Machines: The underlying physical 
computing servers provide the hardware 
infrastructure for creating virtualized resources to 
meet service demands. 

4. Power model 

Power consumption by computing nodes in data 
centers is mostly determined by the CPU, memory, 
disk storage and network interfaces. In comparison 
to other system resources, the CPU consumes the 
main part of energy, and hence in this work we focus 
on managing its power consumption and efficient 
usage.

Recent studies [4, 5] have shown that the 
application of DVFS on the CPU results in almost 
linear power-to-frequency relationship for a server. 

The reason lies in the limited number of states 
that can be set to the frequency and voltage of the 
CPU and the fact that DVFS is not applied to other 
system components apart from the CPU.  

Moreover, these studies have shown that on 
average an idle server consumes approximately 70% 
of the power consumed by the server running at the 
full CPU speed.

This fact justifies the technique of switching idle 
servers to the sleep mode to reduce the total power 
consumption.  

Therefore, in this work we use the power model 
defined in

max( ) ,P u kP u
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where u � the CPU utilization; 
Pmax � the maximum power consumed when the 

server is fully utilized;  
k � the fraction of power consumed by the idle 

server (i.e. 70 %). 
For our experiments Pmax is set to 250 W, which 

is a usual value for modern servers. 
The utilization of the CPU may change over time 

due to the workload variability.  
Thus, the CPU utilization is a function of time 

and is represented as u(t).  
Therefore, the total energy consumption by a 

physical node (E) can be defined as an integral of 
the power consumption function over a period of 
time as shown in  

1
0

( ( )) .t
tE P u t dt  

5. Energy-aware allocation of data center resources 

Recent developments in virtualization have resulted 
in its proliferation across data centers.  

By supporting the movement of VMs between 
physical nodes, it enables dynamic migration of 
VMs according to the performance requirements.  

When VMs do not use all the provided resources, 
they can be logically resized and consolidated to the 
minimum number of physical nodes, while idle 
nodes can be switched to the sleep mode to eliminate 
the idle power consumption and reduce the total 
energy consumption by the data center. 

Currently, resource allocation in a Cloud data 
center aims to provide high performance while 
meeting SLAs, without focusing on allocating VMs 
to minimize energy consumption.  

To explore both performance and energy 
efficiency, three crucial issues must be addressed. 

First, excessive power cycling of a server could 
reduce its reliability.  

Second, turning resources off in a dynamic 
environment is risky from the QoS perspective.  

Due to the variability of the workload and 
aggressive consolidation, some VMs may not obtain 
required resources under peak load, and fail to meet 
the desired QoS.  

Third, ensuring SLAs brings challenges to 
accurate application performance management in 
virtualized environments.  

All these issues require effective consolidation 
policies that can minimize energy consumption 
without compromising the user-specified QoS 
requirements. 

6. Placement of virtual machines 

The problem of VM allocation can be divided in 
two: the first part is the admission of new requests 
for VM provisioning and placing the VMs on hosts, 
whereas the second part is the optimization of the 
current VM allocation.  

The first part can be seen as a bin packing 
problem with variable bin sizes and prices. 

To solve it we apply a modification of the Best 
Fit Decreasing (BFD) algorithm that is shown to use 
no more than 11/9 *OPT+ 1 bins (where OPT is the 
number of bins given by the optimal solution) [9]. 

In our modification, the Modified Best Fit 
Decreasing algorithms, we sort all VMs in 
decreasing order of their current CPU utilizations, 
and allocate each VM to a host that provides the 
least increase of power consumption due to this 
allocation. 

This allows leveraging the heterogeneity of 
resources by choosing the most power-efficient 
nodes first. The pseudo-code for the algorithm is 
presented in Algorithm 1.  

The complexity of the allocation part of the 
algorithm is n*m, where n is the number of VMs that 
have to be allocated and m is the number of hosts. 

Algorithm 1: Modified BFD  
1 Input: hostList, vmList Output: allocation of 
VMs 

2 vmList.sortDecreasingUtilization() 
3 foreach vm in vmList do 
4 minPower MAX 
5 allocatedHost NULL 
6 foreach host in hostList do 
7 f host has enough resource for vm then 
8 power estimatePower(host, vm) 
9 if power <minPower then 
10 allocatedHost host 
11 minPower power 
12 if then 
13 allocate vm to allocatedHost 
14 return allocation 

7. Selection of virtual machines 

The optimization of the current VM allocation is 
carried out in two steps: at the first step we select 
VMs that need to be migrated, at the second step the 
chosen VMs are placed on the hosts using the 
MBFD algorithm.  
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To determine when and which VMs should be 
migrated, we introduce three double-threshold VM 
selection policies.  

The basic idea is to set upper and lower 
utilization thresholds for hosts and keep the total 
utilization of the CPU by all the VMs allocated to 
the host between these thresholds.  

If the CPU utilization of a host falls below the 
lower threshold, all VMs have to be migrated from 
this host and the host has to be switched to the sleep 
mode in order to eliminate the idle power 
consumption. 

If the utilization exceeds the upper threshold, 
some VMs have to be migrated from the host to 
reduce the utilization.  

The aim is to preserve free resources in order to 
prevent SLA violations due to the consolidation in 
cases when the utilization by VMs increases.  

The difference between the old and new 
placements forms a set of VMs that have to be 
reallocated.  

The new placement is achieved using live 
igration of VMs.  

In the following sections we discuss the proposed 
VM selection policies. 

8. The minimization of migrations policy 

The Minimization of Migrations (MM) policy 
selects the minimum number of VMs needed to 
migrate from a host to lower the CPU utilization 
below the upper utilization threshold if the upper 
threshold is violated. Let Vj be a set of VMs 
currently allocated to the host j.  

Then ( )jP V  is the power set of Vj.  

The MM policy finds a set ( )jR P V  defined in 


{ ( ), ;

;min ,
;,

,

j j S a u

j u

j lj

S S V u u T
ifu TSR
ifu TV
otherwise





 

where uj � the current CPU utilization of the host j; 
ua( ) � the fraction of the CPU utilization 

allocated to the VM ; 
Tu � the upper utilization threshold;  
Tl � the lowerutilization threshold. 
The pseudo-code for the MM algorithm for the 

over-utilization case is presented in Algorithm 2. 
The algorithm sorts the list of VMs in the 

decreasing order of the CPU utilization. 

Algorithm 2: Minimization of Migrations  
1 Input: hostList Output: migrationList 
2 foreach h in hostList do 
3 vmList h.getVmList() 
4 vmList.sortDecreasingUtilization() 
5 hUtil h.getUtil() 
6 bestFitUtil MAX 
7 while hUtil >THRESH_UPdo 
8 foreach vm in vmList do 
9 if vm.getUtil() >hUtil  THRESH_UP then 
10 t vm.getUtil()  hUtil + THRESH_UP 
11 if t <bestFitUtil then 
12 bestFitUtil t 
13 bestFitVm vm 
14 else 
15 if bestFitUtil = MAX then 
16 bestFitVm vm 
17 break 
18 hUtil hUtil  bestFitVm.getUtil() 
19 migrationList.add(bestFitVm) 
20 vmList.remove(bestFitVm) 
21 if hUtil <THRESH_LOWthen 
22 migrationList.add(h.getVmList()) 
23 vmList.remove(h.getVmList()) 
24 return migrationList 
 
The highest potential growth policy.When the 

upper threshold is violated, the Highest Potential 
Growth (HPG) policy migrates VMs that have the 
lowest usage of the CPU relatively to the CPU 
capacity defined by the VM parameters in order to 
minimize the potential increase of the host�s 
utilization and prevent an SLA violation, as 
formalized in  

( ) ;{ ( ),

( ) ;min ,( )
;,

,

j v S a uj

a j uv S
r

j lj

u u v TS S P V

u v u T
R u v

ifu TV
otherwise





 

where ur(v) � the fraction of the CPU capacity 
initially requested for the VMv and defined as the 
VM�s parameter. 

We do not provide the pseudo-code for the HPG 
algorithm, as it is similar to the MM algorithm 
presented earlier. 

The random choice policy. The Random Choice 
policy relies on a random selection of a number of 
VMs needed to decrease the CPU utilization by a 
host below the upper utilization threshold. 
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According to a uniformly distributed discrete 
random variable (X), whose values index subsets of 
Vj, the policy selects a set ( )jR P V , as shown in  

{ ( ), ( ) ;

;(0,| ( )|-1) ,

;,
,

j j v S a u

def
j uj

j lj

S S P V u u v T

u TX U P VR
ifu TV
otherwise




 

where X � a uniformly distributed discrete random 
variable used to select a subset of Vj . 

9. Conclusions 

Virtualization technology in the environment of 
cloud computing largely relies on the possibility of 
moving virtual machines between physical hosts 
using live or offline migration.  

This provides a method of dynamic consolidation 
of virtual machines to minimize physical nodes 
according to current resource requirements. In the 
case of part-load units, they may be excluded or 
move into resource-mode (eg, sleep, hibernate) to 
reduce overall energy consumption in data centers .  

In this paper we propose algorithms which use 
this method, and therefore in conjunction confirmed 
its effectiveness.  

However, there are many open issues that must 
be addressed in order to fully exploit the potential of 
energy savings in the data center with cloud 
computing. 
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